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Abstract

We describe ongoing work for developing a workflow for the applied use case of classifying diachronic and regional
language variation in Pre-Modern Slavic texts. The data were obtained via handwritten text recognition (HTR) on
medieval manuscripts and printings and partly by manual transcription. Our goal is to develop a workflow for such
historical language data, covering HTR-postprocessing, annotating and classifying the digitized texts. We test and
adapt existing language resources to fit the pipeline with low-barrier tooling, accessible for Humanists with limited
experience in research data infrastructures, computational analysis or advanced methods of natural language
processing (NLP). The workflow starts by addressing ground truth (GT) data creation for diagnosing and correcting
HTR errors via string metrics and data-driven methods. On GT and on HTR data, we subsequently show classification
results using transfer learning on sentence-level text snippets. Next, we report on our token-level data labeling efforts.
Each step of the workflow is complemented with describing current limitations and our corresponding work in progress.

Keywords: historical text processing, diachronic and regional language variation, HTR-Postprocessing, data-driven
error correction, transfer learning, text classification, semantic annotation, geolocalization, chronology attribution

1. Introduction
Situated in the field of historical natural language
processing (NLP), our goal is to enable and scale
up diachronic and variational linguistic research
via facilitating the compilation of a large number of
cleanly transcribed medieval texts, and running tex-
tual analyses on them. Our applied use case is the
chronological and geolocational attribution of texts
written in Church Slavic, predominantly in its East
and South Slavic recensions. The development of
our workflow includes the testing, adaptation and
creation of computational language resources to
this end.
We aim to generate specific resources for histor-
ical Slavic as input to the tools but the workflow
can be applied to other historical languages as
well, since the approaches used are generic or
language-agnostic. Furthermore, the insights and
classification results gained as workflow output will
benefit research on cultural analytics, since our
downstream classification tasks target the deter-
mination of text provenance, aiming to deliver in-
formation for tracing the emergence of individual
manuscripts holding specific language data.
Historical texts are increasingly targeted by or incor-
porated in neural language models (Bamman and

Burns, 2020; Gabay et al., 2022; Lendvai and Wick,
2022), including downstream tasks for attributing
specific properties of text (Schweter et al., 2022;
Liebeskind and Liebeskind, 2020), which are of-
ten designed as fine-tuning of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), i.e., require labeled data. Nevertheless, the
first major challenge for projects similar to ours is
that attributing text characteristics in a supervised
way would typically imply the classification of cate-
gories of language use, resp. of manuscript editing,
for which there is little or no ground truth labeled
data.
The second challenge originates in the morpholog-
ical complexity of Church Slavic, e.g. suffixation,
and that the medieval writers of these texts were
often using multiple – equally correct – grapheme
variants for one and the same phoneme or within
one and the same morpheme. As a result, a type
can have large number of orthographically non-
standardized but philologically correct token vari-
ants that occur with low frequency, leading to data
sparsity problems for Church Slavic NLP tools,
such as Scherrer et al. (2018); Straka (2018); Qi
et al. (2020); Besters-Dilger and Rabus (2021)
where token variants may have been unseen in
the training data, especially if those resources are
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Manuscript CenturyRegion Place of Copy-
ing

Language Main genre Tokens Unique
to-
kens

Text
snip-
pets

Codex Suprasliensis 10-
11

South Eastern Old
Bulgaria

Old Church Slavic; South
Slavic recension

hagiographical-
homiletic

65,207 18,450 4,831

Cyril of Jerusalem’s
Cathechetical Lec-
tures

11-
12

East Kyivan Rus’ Old Church Slavic; South
Slavic recension; Trans-
mitted version used: East
Slavic recension

dogmatic 62,011 20,936 4,282

Dionisio corpus
(printed)

15-
16

South Serbia, Mace-
donia

Serbian Church Slavic;
South Slavic recension

liturgical 142,402 42,828 10,685

Apostolos (from the
Uspensky version of
the Great Menaion
Reader)

16 East Muscovy Russian Church Slavic;
East Slavic recension

gospel 230,660 50,302 14,058

Sluzhabnik 18 South Serbia Serbian Church Slavic;
South Slavic recension

liturgical 56,785 13,197 3,350

Elizabeth Bible
(printed)

18 East Muscovy Russian Church Slavic;
East Slavic recension

Bible transla-
tion

204,322 21,335 11,796

Methodius of Olympus:
De lepra ad Sistelium

16 East Kyivan Rus’ Old Church Slavic; Trans-
mitted version: East
Slavic recension

exegetic trea-
tise

3,743 2002 259

Table 1: Overview and main characteristics of our ground truth (GT) text bodies, linked with online
information.

small. This is why traditional dictionary-based meth-
ods but also neural modeling methods typically
have limited performance on these data, starting
from low-level NLP preprocessing tasks such as
sentence splitting and tokenization, which propa-
gates errors to the morphosyntactic level and be-
yond, likely impacting applied end tasks in a detri-
mental way.
Clearly, normalizing the texts – e.g. based on one
of the Slavic orthographic norms – would under-
mine their character, eliminating a fair amount of
orthographic variation that one would like to pre-
serve, since such variation provides information
that can be core to quantitative analysis and classi-
fication methods. Normalization would also entail
using rules that cover known phenomena, but in
our large dataset we likely need to take care of the
unknown unknowns as well that have not yet been
encountered and documented by the philological
community.
Thirdly, text reuse from older sources or from
sources written in a different language or recen-
sion is a regular phenomenon in Church Slavic
texts. Parts of the text have been borrowed and
usually integrated without any hints. It is not known
if identification of the location and time where a
particular text was copied might best be performed
on paragraph or sentence-level, or even on the
subsentential level. Linguistic research and quan-
tification of phenomena related to diachronic and
regional variation along these lines can likely only
be scaled up if we are able to automatize the detec-
tion of the boundaries of such segments, for which,
again, we have no labeled data.
To tackle these challenges, a global empirical ques-
tion that we seek to answer in the long run is the
extent to which variation in non-standardized his-
torical texts, including irregularities originating in
HTR errors, would impact NLP analysis and down-

stream, domain-specific classification tasks.
Related to automatic error correction, previous work
includes neural approaches on OCR data, such
as Lyu et al. (2021) and van Strien et al. (2020).
Should we strive for automatic error correction on
our medieval texts, a tool would need to take into
account that a different subset of correction sug-
gestions can be valid for texts that originate from
different geographic regions – broadly differentat-
ing at least East Slavic texts as opposed to South
Slavic texts –, and that correction suggestions need
to be restricted to chronologically valid options. E.g.
the grapheme variants in specific morphemes can
differ by the region where a manuscript was copied.
E.g. ’-aa-’ was typically used in Church Slavic re-
censions copied in southern parts of Slavia Ortho-
doxa vs. the so-called iotified variants of the second
grapheme in this morpheme were typically used
in Church Slavic recensions copied in its eastern
parts.
This multi-faceted challenge is typically addressed
by laborious manual processes in the Humanist
community. To alleviate this, the contributions of
the current submission are the following.

1. We report on the testing and adaptation of NLP
infrastructure that we organize into a workflow
for producing, diagnosing and classifying pre-
modern Slavic HTR texts.

2. We aim to deliver digital awareness and skills
to the philological community in terms of data
representation methods such as XML and data
enrichment methods such as manual entity tag-
ging, as well as classical NLP methods such as
metrics that express string similarity but also
from recent advances in NLP, including deep
learning.

3. We present the NLP community an applied use

http://suprasliensis.obdurodon.org
https://www.weiher-verlag.de/publikationen/tom-lxiv.html
https://www.weiher-verlag.de/publikationen/tom-lxiv.html
https://www.weiher-verlag.de/publikationen/tom-lxiv.html
https://readcoop.eu/de/modelle/dionisio-1-0/
https://readcoop.eu/de/modelle/dionisio-1-0/
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/816547/pdf
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/816547/pdf
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/816547/pdf
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/816547/pdf
https://lib-fond.ru/lib-rgb/256/f-256-401/#image-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Bible
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Bible
https://www.roger-pearse.com/weblog/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Methodius-De-Lepra-2015.pdf
https://www.roger-pearse.com/weblog/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Methodius-De-Lepra-2015.pdf
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case and work toward developing benchmark
resources in a so far niche field of historical
NLP, a.o. in terms of a dataset that encodes
multiple layers of diachronic and regional lan-
guage variation.

4. We describe all parts of the workflow as work in
progress that yields pilot results but provides
insights into the nature and complexities of
such historical data, including the application
of transfer learning for provenance classifica-
tion tasks. So far we tackle and processed the
so-called Ground Truth data, besides, we have
a HTR-ed corpus of Church Slavic manuscripts
that consists of 16+ million tokens (1.6 million
unique). This is the data that we aim to clean
up and process with the workflow that is being
developed and discussed in the current paper.

2. Data Acquisition, Characteristics
and Format

We selected our texts to encompass language vari-
eties ranging from Old Church Slavic to pre-modern
variants of its later versions; situated in the domain
of religion and liturgy, they pertain to the written
genre of non-vernacular language. The language
variants exemplified below were formed under fac-
tors such as modernising tendencies that adapted
to the vernacular usage at the geographic area
where the texts got copied and compiled, but also
archaizing trends at the turn of the 14th/15th cen-
turies in certain Rus’ian literary schools, reintro-
ducing specific linguistic properties characteristic
of South Slavic texts. These impacts gave rise to
to further individual orthographic, lexical and mor-
phosyntactic changes.
We have worked with coarse-grained variety cat-
egorization, both in terms of time and in terms of
location, as described below. Regarding region and
time, the manuscripts range from medieval to early
modern and can be roughly divided into three origin
periods – 10th-14th, 15th-17th and 18th(-19th) cen-
turies – in terms of linguistic development, based
on codicological and paleographical aspects. The
texts were copied and compiled in South-Eastern
and Eastern Europe, therefore two geographic lo-
cations can be differentiated: South and East.
To transcribe those materials that had not yet been
digitized, available HTR models from the Tran-
skribus platform were used, including models for
pre-modern East Slavic (Rabus, 2019) and South
Slavic (Polomac, 2022). The bulk of our data had
already been transcribed before the start of our
project. We also experimented with eScriptorium
and trained a public model for pre-modern Slavic
(Rabus et al., 2023) but we found the transcription
quality of the Transkribus models slightly better.
The source manuscripts and printings use Cyrillic
script and non-standardized orthography, written

in scriptio continua customary for that time, where
spaces between words are used only occasionally
and in an unsystematic way – some of them are
assumed to mark breath pauses or to replicate
syntagmatic units in the Greek source material from
which they were translated. The HTR-ed texts do
contain whitespace between words since the HTR
model was trained to produce token segmentation.
The resulting HTR material is not error free; should
one want to obtain error free material, the output
requires postprocessing, for which the first step is
error detection.
In order to create resources for error detection, we
need to determine the materials that will serve as
ground truth (GT). To establish GT data, from the
above two Transkribus models we obtained the GT
data of their training sets and segmented these into
separate bodies of texts1. In addition to publicly ac-
cessible resources (such as the printed Elizabeth
Bible) we are compiling further texts from various
sources, some of which are rarities that we will be
able to publish for the first time, e.g. the patristic
treatise De Lepra qualifies as GT data as we show
below. An overview of all our GT text bodies is pro-
vided in Table 1. Our HTR body consists of texts
contained in the Great Menaion Reader, which was
compiled in Muscovy in the 16th century. These
materials are rendered in two large text bodies con-
sisting of several million tokens. They have been
processed with Transkribus for the first time to cre-
ate an HTR transcription and are the target of our
work in progress.

2.1. Workflow Ecosystem
From the HTR process onward, our core data for-
mat was FoLiA XML (van Gompel et al., 2017; van
Gompel, 2019), a data model and file format to rep-
resent digitized language resources enriched with
linguistic annotation. FoLiA comes with a Python
library, NLP tools and an annotation tool. Addi-
tional strong points for using FoLiA are its versa-
tility when it comes to storing various versions of
texts (such as normalized or corrected versions),
label set agnostic annotation forms, and sophisti-
cated, provenance-supporting correction mecha-
nisms. We used the tools from the FoLiA ecosys-
tem as docker containers or Python packages. The
foliautils package provides converters for HTR ex-
port formats such as PAGE XML or plain text.

1Some of these texts (e.g. Codex Suprasliensis) also
exist in several digital versions online, some with slight
alphabet variations, not reflecting the manuscript’s ortho-
graphical variation but the decision of the modern editors
for a certain (at the time of the edition available?) font.
Having inspected these versions, we concluded that our
text seems to be closest to the manuscript we used.

https://github.com/proycon/folia
https://foliapy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://foliapy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/LanguageMachines/foliautils
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Figure 1: Histogram of character frequencies (top)
and token frequencies (bottom) in some of the GT
datasets. The bins on the x-axis express the pro-
portion of occurrence of a given character resp.
token.

3. Addressing HTR Errors
In order to characterize the distribution of token
and unicode character occurrences across the GT
datasets, we generated counts plots, cf. the his-
tograms in Figure 1. The long tail distribution is
particularly noticeable for tokens.
We are aware that some of the GT data from Tran-
skribus reflects (perhaps idiosyncratic) transcription
principles of individual editions. This introduced
some more heterogeneity in terms of diacritic signs,
glyph variants, superscript characters, and editorial
addenda such as hyphens at the end of lines.
End-of-line hyphens are one of the several seg-
mentation artifacts whose presence and absence
is practical to be preserved along the workflow; note
that these were added to the text by modern editors,
e.g. in Besters-Dilger (2014), i.e. are not present
in the original source text. Such hyphenation can
be abundant since manuscripts often placed two
columns of text on a single page making the lines
short.
In the workflow we are able to address hyphenation
at line endings systematically, since FoLiA keeps
the provenance information regarding any changes
in the document, a.o. joining token parts at line
breaks, so that they are traceable throughout the
ecosystem. FoLiA’s converters (e.g. FoLiA-txt) take
care of joining those words in the token layer of the
XML representation which were line end hyphen-
ated in the raw text layer.
Line end hyphenation removal may seem like a
minor data normalization step that would have
been achievable via a simple replacement script,
but keeping track of the characteristics of various

stages of text have proven important for us early on,
as some of the simple solutions brought informa-
tion loss that could only be manually reconstructed,
making them expensive and less sustainable.

3.1. Diagnosing HTR
For data diagnostics and cleaning, we are prepar-
ing parallelized texts of GT and HTR. Currently we
align texts on the line level. To this end, some
steps need to be performed manually, e.g. to fix
discrepancies such as superfluous lines in the Tran-
skribus export originating in untreated layout recog-
nition. An aligned GT-HTR dataset is being pre-
pared on the basis of the manually corrected De
lepra (Jouravel et al., 2024b) and another was con-
structed on the Apostolos (Besters-Dilger, 2014),
based on which we sketched our anticipated error
types. Upon inspecting the data, we could identify
specific error types that go beyond (i) classical mis-
recognized words and (ii) incorrect token segmen-
tation (i.e., falsely split or falsely joined characters)
that are likely to be specific for the medieval Cyrillic
data at hand. For example, (iii) superscript letter
characters are very frequent in our texts, and they
might be missing, misplaced (e.g. above the wrong
base character), or wrongly recognized. Further-
more, (iv) character misrecognition might involve
allographs.
On the aligned texts, we computed the token recall
(i.e., the number of shared tokens across GT and
HTR, divided by the number of tokens in the GT),
as well as the number of edit operations in the
HTR with reference to the GT. For the Apostolos on
36,783 lines of text the mean token recall is 83.07
and the mean of edit operations is 1.4. Note that
the score is high since this text is part of the training
data for the HTR model; cf. Section 3.4.

3.2. The sesdiff Tool
Next, we analyzed the aligned line pairs via tools
that work on the basis on string edit distance met-
rics. The sesdiff command line tool reads a two-
column tab-separated input from standard input
and computes the shortest edit script to go from the
string in column A to the string in column B. It also
computes the edit distance, aka Levenshtein dis-
tance. The output is in a simple format that is easily
searchable for patterns. Besides, the tool allows to
focus specifically on suffixes or prefixes, which is
very practical for inflection-rich Slavic languages.
We used sesdiff o.a. for filtering error types in the
aligned data, e.g. to find false splits, i.e. words that
were segmented in the HTR but not in the GT. The
top area in Figure 3 illustrates such alignment in
terms of Levenshtein and sesdiff notation.

3.3. The analiticcl Tool
The tool analiticcl is an approximate string match-
ing or fuzzy-matching system that can be used for

https://github.com/proycon/sesdiff
https://github.com/proycon/analiticcl
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Figure 2: Partial view of character diagnostics
showing base letters in all seen variations (top);
the corresponding part of the alphabet table for
analiticcl, where we listed those characters that
can be seen as possible variants of each other
(bottom).

spelling correction or text normalization. Texts can
be checked against a validated or corpus-derived
lexicon (with or without frequency information) and
the tool will return spelling variants for queries.
Therefore, from each GT text we separately inferred
a lexicon and fed it to analiticcl. Keeping the lexicon
sources is practical as the tool will always return in
which lexicon it finds a variant for a query.
analiticcl performs similarity computation to find
variants based on a number of components:
edit/Levenshtein distance, longest common sub-
string, prefix match, suffix match and casing, mak-
ing a log linear combination of its various compo-
nents. The user needs to set the priority of these
components in terms of weights. After manual trial-
and-error observations of various parameter com-
binations on selected examples from our data, the
setting that worked best was to prioritize longest
common substring (0.6) over Levenshtein distance
(0.4) and to disable the rest of the similarity com-
ponents.
The distinguishing feature of analiticcl is the usage
of the technique of anagram hashing that drastically
reduces the variant search space and makes quick
lookups possible even over larger edit distances.
The underlying idea of this technique is largely de-
rived from prior work of Reynaert (2011). analiticcl
prunes token variants according to parameters that
the user can set, such as score thresholds and max-
imum candidates to list, the maximum anagram
distance and maximum edit distance between the
query and the search candidate, which we were
manually adjusting and set to 2 and 5, respectively.
Importantly, the system requires a table that lists
character variant correspondences of the alphabet,
i.e. grouped characters that can be seen as pos-
sible variants of each other. Such a grouping is
needed for computing similarity distance metrics,

in which the grouped characters are going to be
considered as identical, cf. the bottom screenshot
in Figure 2. The grapheme variant table that is
fed to analiticcl was manually compiled based on
automatically generated Unicode character com-
binations in the GT files (as illustrated by the top
part of the figure). The grapheme variant table is
in an evolving state, e.g. diacritical marks are still
likely to be added. Despite the GT files designating
texts from different geographical regions, for a first
HTR diagnosis approach we worked with a single
character correspondence table. Since character
encoding and composition might have implications
for similarity computation, input to the tool should
be in Unicode Normal Form C (’Composed’) to en-
sure that the combining diacritical marks and their
targets constitute one codepoint whenever possi-
ble.
In the analiticcl system, all character substitutions
based on the alphabet carry the same weight for
the distance algorithm in the matching process.
However, in practice certain characters might be
more often confused by HTR than others, therefore,
analiticcl allows for ingesting a list of known confus-
able patterns, based on which an extra rescoring
can be performed, to give slight bonuses or penal-
ties to the scores for specific confusables.

3.4. Analysing False Splits
The HTR material we diagnosed consisted of the
Apostolos text and some parts of De lepra (cf. Ta-
ble 1). Despite the GT of Apostolos – available
from Besters-Dilger (2014) – being part of the Tran-
skribus model that we employed for HTR, we run
HTR on the scanned Apostolos manuscript again,
in effect generating diagnostic data for iterative
HTR improvement. Indeed, the resulting HTR of
the Apostolos proved not to be error free, thus we
could use this material for error diagnosis and cor-
rection experiments.
The script operating analiticcl generated a spread-
sheet table for our domain experts so that they
could inspect GT-HTR aligned lines in which the
HTR had a falsely split word. The table contained
the automatic correction suggestions by analiticcl
for each of the false splits, so that domain special-
ists could observe and validate them. Out of 36,783
aligned text lines, 1,767 contained at least one false
split based on the sesdiff pattern (4.8%). Out of
these, for 962 analiticcl returned variants above the
similarity threshold of 0.85 with the above parame-
ter settings (54%); note that the falsely split words
are often at the beginning or at the end of the line
and are themselves fragments, i.e. not valid tokens
but merely onsets or offsets of hyphenated words,
for which the tool cannot find valid variants in the
lexicon.
The bottom area in Figure 3 illustrates correction
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Figure 3: One line of aligned GT and HTR. Top:
sesdiff notation showing a false split, string similar-
ity in terms of edit operations (Levenshtein). The
HTR token recall rate for this string is 4/6. Bottom:
correction suggestions from the analiticcl tool with
internal similarity scores and evidence references
to various lexicons.

suggestions from analiticcl for the exemplified false
split in the top area. In the figure, we see from the
aligned GT (first line) and HTR (second line) that
the HTR engine correctly recognized all but one
character in the manuscript line: the one follow-
ing the superscript д in the 4th token. The correct
character should be the combining diacritical mark
of double grave accent, also known to Slavists as
the kendema, but it was misrecognized as a Cyril-
lic payerok character (which indeed has a similar
shape to the kendema in the handwritten text). In
the example, the kendema that phonetically corre-
sponds to the sound [i:], would form a ligature with
the superscript д, so that the fourth token would
be (when spelled out on the baseline, without su-
perscript notation) чюдиса ’miracles’. But as the
misread payerok (corresponding to the sound [@])
is a supescript variant of the baseline grapheme
ъ, this HTR error has led to a non-existing lexeme
*чюдъса (*’mirucles’, an imaginary corruptly spelled
word).
Surprisingly, the character error went undetected
in terms of string similarity since the GT itself ex-
hibits the same error, i.e. wrongly uses the payerok
character at the same position. Furthermore, as we
pointed out above, hyphenation at the end of the GT
string comes from modern editors, i.e. is not there
in the medieval manuscript, so its absence from
the HTR string may need to be evaluated in a way
that is tailored to project-specific use cases. These
observations call attention to the importance and
difficulty of maintaining clean GT data that should
be not only human readable but should additionally
encode provenance information for textual amend-
ments etc. in a way that allows to generate unbiased
machine readable resources from it.
Regarding token segmentation, there is a false split

in the HTR string сътвори въ, which chops off the
past participle ending -въ from the verb. Note that
both the string that resulted from the first part of
the split – сътвори (‘he created’) –, as well as the
second resulting part -въ (the preposition ’in’) would
be valid lexemes and frequently attested tokens.
For the false split, analiticcl provided plausible sug-
gestions in three out of five cases. Suggestions 1
and 4 illustrate that the tool is able to operate with di-
acritical marks even though they are not (yet) part of
the alphabet variant file. The correction suggested
at rank 1 involves the character Cyrillic small letter
i + combining acute accent, while the correction
suggestion at rank 4 involves the character Cyrillic
small letter Byelorussian-Ukrainian i that is indeed
listed in the alphabet file as a variant. Interestingly,
the top ranked correction suggestion corresponds
to the East Slavic vocalized form, where ъ trans-
forms into о, although the alphabet file does not
explicitly list ъ and о as orthographic alternatives.
The suggestions at rank 2 and rank 5 are not plau-
sible.
The current approach is, as detailed above, partly
lexicon-based, and partly grapheme based and the
aim of the diagnostic table is to identify a method
primarily for the detection of HTR errors. The feed-
back for split reconstruction was that results look
promising and many of the suggestions are plausi-
ble. We are going to expand the implementation of
the approach and will quantify the results in follow-
up reports.

3.5. The TextAlign tool
Error diagnostics can take place in a way that an
edit cost function is learned from data. This is the
working principle of the BAS TextAlign tool (Reichel,
2012) that is available as a web service (Kisler et al.,
2017). By setting the cost parameter to ’intrinsic’,
costs are derived from smoothed conditional char-
acter co-occurrence probabilities which are sub-
tracted from 1. The aligner allows for a uniform
modeling of the three supported edit operations
substitution, deletion and insertion. Furthermore,
it can robustly align text sequences, regardless
whether they were generated from same or differ-
ent character inventories. Since the cost function
relies on probabilities, its reliability increases with
larger input text sizes.
Our goal by using the TextAlign webservice was
manifold. First and foremost, we wanted to gener-
ate further diagnostic material. By postprocessing
the tool’s output we could extract a character co-
occurrence statistics, which is important to assess
grapheme-level HTR misrecognitions. Figure 4 dis-
plays grapheme co-occurrence statistics for two
unicode characters.
For both, their dictionary shows the absolute co-
occurrence counts of the focus character in the

https://codepoints.net/U+030F
https://codepoints.net/U+A67F
https://codepoints.net/U+A67F
https://clarin.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/BASWebServices/interface/TextAlign
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Figure 4: Illustration of postprocessed TextAl-
ign output: grapheme co-occurrence statistics.
The dictionary shows the absolute co-occurrence
counts for each character of the source text (GT)
with the corresponding character (sequence) in the
aligned text (HTR). For explanation see Section 3.5.

source text (GT) and the corresponding character
(sequence) in the aligned text (HTR). Since dele-
tions in the aligned text are marked by ’_’, we see
e.g. that ’y’ is replaced by ’_’, i.e. is deleted in the
aligned text in 190 cases. Likewise, insertions are
marked by ’+’ concatenations. E.g. ’y’ aligns to
’y+@’ in 23 cases; since ’@’ is a placeholder for
whitespace in the notation, this means whitespace
insertion in the HTR text. For both target characters
we can observe co-occurrence with their (phoneti-
cally motivated) alternative graphemes in the HTR,
but also what seems like character replacements
based grapheme shape similarity.
The output of the tool can be used to make the
alphabet variant table for analiticcl as complete as
possible, and can also be assistive in preparing a
character confusables list to serve as future input
to the analiticcl tool.

3.6. HTR Diagnostics: Strengths and
Limitations

It is important to appreciate the reuse of shared
tools in the community, since this mitigates dupli-
cated work and at the same time can grow the re-
silience of such tools since they are getting tested
on unseen data and new use cases, which is in-
deed one of the goals of several past and ongoing
national and international language research infras-
tructure projects. Nevertheless it is also important
to see that one must not underestimate the effort
needed to spend on interfacing these resources
with one’s own use case. For instance, tools re-
quire understanding about their installation and ac-
cess methods, requirements for input and output
data formatting, structuring, interpretation, and so
on.
We note that our aligned dataset is currently small
and not yet representative, making it suboptimal

for the tools. We focused on false splits (i.e., erro-
neous segmentation), since these are more diffi-
cult to treat than HTR misrecognitions where token
boundary segmentation is intact. False joins are
likely even more difficult to address. Our domain
experts found that for the obvious false splits, au-
tomatic correction would take less time than man-
ual. For the remaining cases, in order to obtain
gold standard corrections, a human would likely
still need to check the larger context of the given
manuscript to approve an automatic correction.
Line-level error detection is clearly suboptimal for a
partly lexicon-based approach, since the line might
begin as well as end with a non-word. We are going
to use another way unitizing the text, i.e. segmenta-
tion on the text snippet level. We query analiticcl’s
variant model with an exact input string and set it to
correct it as a single unit. So far we did not make
use of the tool’s detection aspect that automatically
determines which part of the input needs correction,
which we will address in future work.

4. Classification of Diachronic and
Regional Variation

In a subsequent component of the workflow, we set
out to investigate the extent to which BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) can be used for text classification tasks
that characterise temporal-spatial dimensions of
our data. The first six lines in Table 1 designate
the GT data that we used for these deep learning
experiments; for details cf. Lendvai et al. (2023).
Recasting this task for machine learning is not triv-
ial; we took over the document-level annotation
for creating the ground truth labeling on the text
snippet level, that determining the manuscript copy-
ing time (granularity: century, binned into three
labels: ’10-12’, ’15-16’ and ’18’) and geographic
region (granularity: language region, currently bi-
nary). We segmented the texts into sentence-like
units (text snippets) using the Stanza sentence seg-
menter, with the language model set to ’Old Church
Slavonic’, which was a crude first approach, as we
illustrate in Jouravel et al. (2024a).
In a matrix of experiments, we compared direct fine-
tuning of the base models from the Hugging Face
repository on the downstream tasks vs. domain
adapting a model and its subsequent finetuning.
Domain adaptation was realized by means of vo-
cabulary extension of the tokenizers of the pre-
trained BERT models, and subsequent adaptation
on the training partitions of the documents in a
masked language modeling task. For each of the
downstream tasks we finetuned the off-the-shelf as
well as the domain-adapted variants of the three
base BERT models in the same way: adding a clas-
sification head to the base model consisting of one
feed-forward hidden layer with a tanh activation
function, and a final output projection layer to the

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/tokenize.html
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/tokenize.html
https://huggingface.co
https://huggingface.co
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Figure 5: Adding a token-level entity annotation for
region in FLAT to the text of De lepra. The part-
of-speech and lemma annotations shown in the
Annotation Editor box were assigned to the token
by FLAT by ingesting the corresponding values from
the (suboptimal) UDPipe analysis output.

respective number of classes.
Input to this head was the mean pooling over the
hidden states of the last encoder layer to which
we applied a dropout of 0.1. Model finetuning was
done in 4 epochs with a learning rate of 3e− 5, the
AdamW optimizer with a weighted Cross Entropy
loss, and a batch size of 16. We did not freeze the
encoder layers and kept the best model in terms
of Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) on the devel-
opment set and evaluated it on the held-out test
set. All pretrained models were outperformed by
their domain-adapted variants and reached overall
high performance on the downstream classification
tasks.

4.1. BERT Experiments: Strengths and
Limitations

Our downstream tasks had coarse-grained classes
that we could generate from the manuscript level.
Since we lack ground truth provenance labels at-
tributed on sub-manuscript level, we seek possibili-
ties that would enable us to point out phonological,
morphological, etc. characteristics that correlate
with the task to classify diachronic and regional
variation. One such possibility would be to make
our task setup more granular so that classes can
relate to the token and to the character levels.
Our current goal was to investigate the extent to
which a generic BERT approach on the level of text
snippets, i.e. semantically-oriented, would make
use of the heterogeneous data characteristics. It is
left for future work to thoroughly examine to what ex-
tent the textual content was contributing to the per-
formance scores and whether tokenization within
the language model can be geared toward gram-

matically meaningful word pieces that would be
characteristic for surface textual properties.
Besides experiments on the GT data, we plan to
examine the impact of errors and that of error cor-
rection by measuring BERT’s performance directly
on the downstream tasks; preliminary results ob-
tained on our uncorrected HTR texts point out a
drop in performance, but the data points are orders
of magnitude larger (ca. 900k text snippets, vs. ca.
5k in the current experiments) thus such a bird’s-
eye-view comparison is statistically questionable.

5. Domain-Specific Labeling
In this section, we introduce our efforts for the cre-
ation of token-level labeling.

5.1. The FLAT Annotation Tool
The FLAT Annotation Tool is a web-based linguistic
annotation environment for data markup in a flexibly
configurable way. The annotated data is stored in
FoLiA XML format. FLAT also allows to a lesser ex-
tent for direct data analysis, using its built-in corpus
search tool. We installed FLAT as a docker con-
tainer service on a server so that multiple domain
specialists are able to access the annotation inter-
face and collaboratively add markup to the texts.
In order to allow token-based annotations in FLAT,
the text needs to be token segmented. We seg-
mented the text into sentences and tokens by using
the morphosyntactic parser UDPipe (Straka, 2018)
via its REST API, setting its analysis model to Old
Church Slavonic PROIEL. Conveniently, FLAT can
ingest data in several formats besides FoLiA XML,
a.o. the CoNLL-U format that UDPipe produces.
In Figure 5 and Figure 6 one can observe that UD-
Pipe makes several errors, both in morphosyntactic
analysis and in sentence segmentation. We are
investigating the latter in our recent study (Jouravel
et al., 2024a) and are currently working on improv-
ing the sentence segmentation automatically.

5.2. Annotation Scheme Development
FLAT lets end users configure annotation schemes.
We started with a scheme that corresponds to the
downstream tasks: binary region (or: recension)
annotations and multi-value century annotations.
Figure 5 shows the process of adding a token an-
notation in the editor in the browser. The part-
of-speech and lemma annotations were assigned
by FLAT from the corresponding values from the
UDPipe analysis, and can hold errors. The editor
allows for hand-correcting these. Sentence seg-
mentation for the displayed data is performed by
UDPipe too and is not fully correct, e.g. snippets
can have syntactically unmotivated boundaries and
length.
As a result, Figure 6 shows how token-level anno-
tations are rendered in FLAT for the century and

https://github.com/proycon/flat
https://flat.readthedocs.io/en/latest/user_guide.html#search
https://flat.readthedocs.io/en/latest/user_guide.html#search
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Figure 6: Token-level annotations in FLAT for the
entity types region and century. Labels are ren-
dered above the corresponding token(s) (e.g. ’c.16’
for 16th century), as well as shown on the side in
terms of color codes for region.

region entities. The labels appear above the cor-
responding tokens and are also color coded. Note
that the two entity annotation layers are technically
independent of each other in the XML source, thus
we can set values for century independent of re-
gion, and century labels do not need to be binned,
allowing for finer-grained classification. We will con-
tinue developing the annotation scheme based on
upcoming pilot experiments.

6. Summary and Conclusions
We aimed to inform the NLP and Digital Humanities
communities about our effort for tackling the com-
plex problem of provenance attribution for historical
language data.
We presented a prototype workflow with the goal of
scaling up the potentials of historical Slavic Studies.
Since even advanced HTR models are producing
errors, we described how NLP tools can be used (a)
to diagnose HTR output as a feedback for recogni-
tion engines and (b) to utilize data-driven resources
for correcting HTR errors.
Our workflow prototype includes several ap-
proaches and an applied end task. The pipeline
starts with presenting its ecosystem and discusses
data acquisition. Next, it explores HTR error cor-
rection approaches. After this outlook it takes three
concrete tools and applies them on our data. The
pipeline then leads to classification experiments
with BERT for the applied end task. Afterwards, we
discuss an annotation tool that would benefit the
shortcomings of the previous components of the
pipeline.
Our paper’s scope goes beyond the presentation
of HTR error correction and its evaluation. The
latter is currently small scale, since our goal was
to describe the pipeline with several components
of a workflow that we have been testing for Church
Slavic. The primary goal of our HTR correction

effort is, for the time being, not to diagnose HTR
engines but to get started on material to improve the
HTR output created earlier. It is often an issue in
cultural heritage projects that the source materials
cannot be retro-digitalized but need to be cleaned.
The development of these tools enables repro-
ducibility, which is completely missing when only
manual corrections are applied: Tools can be rerun
at any time, or can be adjusted and rerun, so that
correction cycles are repeatable and thus repro-
ducible. Tools are also parameter-configurable, so
that one can run them with turning certain knowl-
edge components on and off, leading to studies
that can observe the impact of different knowledge
components on the tools’ results.
These tools also allow human domain specialists
to transform their expert knowledge into reusable
resources that the tools ingest (e.g. grapheme
correspondence tables), aggregating and repre-
senting, i.e. formalizing such knowledge in a sus-
tainable, machine-readable way. Especially since
the tools used are generic and freely available, the
approaches of the described workflow can be ap-
plicable to other languages.
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